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D
W. Griffith had a long and complicated rela-
tionship with the black press. Rather than
being ignored or continuously disparaged af-
ter The Birth of a Nation’s premiere in 1915,

Griffith appeared on the pages of black newspapers
in a variety of ways throughout the duration of his
career, as his films inspired both criticism and praise.

Film and cultural historians such as Thomas
Cripps, Anna Everett, Janet Staiger, and Melvyn
Stokes have often focused on the initial reception of
The Birth of a Nation in the mid-1910s. They have
explored how literary figures, journalists, social re-
formers, politicians, and religious and labor leaders
penned articles that picked apart the film’s racist view
of America’s Reconstruction years, scrutinized the
film’s aesthetic qualities, and argued what should be
done to bar, disrupt, or alter its exhibition.1 However,
scholars have paid far less attention to the black
press’s coverage of Griffith and his films in the years
that followed.

The Baltimore Afro-American, California Eagle,
Chicago Defender, New York Age, New York Amster-
dam News, Norfolk Journal and Guide, Philadelphia
Tribune, and Pittsburgh Courier continued to report
on The Birth of a Nation as it was periodically revived
throughout Griffith’s career. These media organs
made a nationwide black population aware of pro-
tests waged against the film, examined the reasons
why it produced such a vehement response, and
advocated forms of opposition.2 Newspapers did not
necessarily assume the same editorial perspective,
nor were they exhaustive in their coverage. The press
encouraged audiences to think critically about the
film and for citizens to see their efforts as part of a
larger resistance, a collective struggle and not merely
the isolated acts of individuals.

The Birth of a Nation, however, did not domi-
nate these newspapers’ coverage of Griffith’s later
work. Although black newspapers both commended
and critiqued the director and his subsequent films,
they received a far more positive reception than one
might expect – or has previously been acknow-
ledged. Newspapers positioned many of his films in
the 1920s as part of the burgeoning production of
mainstream Hollywood fare that featured big name
stars, elaborate sets, and riveting visual effects. His
films played in theatres catering to black audiences
and were pitched to readers as worthy entertainment.
Many articles shared similarities with, were informed
by, and at times directly drew from advertisements,
publicity materials, and pieces about the films ap-
pearing in mainstream publications. Critics and edi-
tors also mined the films for salient aspects that
would be of interest to black spectators. And while
the press assailed some of the director’s most per-
sistent and offensive filmmaking practices, such as
his use of blackface, they also singled out particular
films as being deserving of admiration.

This study proceeds by tracking two main nar-
rative lines. The first involves the reception of The
Birth of a Nation during and immediately after World
War I, its career during the ascent of the Ku Klux Klan,
and its role in the mass institutionalization of sound
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film technology. The second involves the reception
of Griffith’s post- Birth of a Nation output in the black
press, a period in which he produced a range of
dramatic features and navigated an increasingly
troubled relationship with an industry that was rapidly
changing. These narrative lines ran parallel to one
another and occasionally intersected. Examining
how Griffith and his films surfaced on news and
entertainment pages both expands and complicates
an understanding of the critical function and social-
izing power of the black press during this period.

Black newspapers and the release
of Intolerance

There were still protests against The Birth of a Nation
when Griffith’s Intolerance premiered in New York
and was put into general release in September
1916.3 But black newspapers ultimately responded
differently to his new mega production. Intolerance
contains four interweaving plots that focus on the
killing of the Huguenots and the St. Bartholomew’s
Day Massacre, Jesus’s conflict with the Pharisees
and crucifixion, the fall of Babylon, and a modern
story of a poor urbanite accused of murder and
sentenced to death. The California Eagle ran a front-
page review of the film in November, featuring the
banner headline “‘Intolerance’ vs. ‘Clansman’”, pit-
ting the new film against the old.4 The writer of the
review, C.A.S., states that Intolerance shows a shift
for the filmmaker in which he mobilizes his artistry

and directorial skill with greater compassion. The
piece also reveals a change from the prior stance of
the newspaper. Anna Everett has argued that, “The
commentary in this instance effects a complete
about-face in comparison with the two previous arti-
cles on Birth”, and that the piece resembles the
response of the mainstream press.5

Although C.A.S. is certainly overtly enthusias-
tic about the sense of craft with which the film is
constructed, the mention of black audiences’ oppo-
sition to The Birth of a Nation, the possible impact
Intolerance might have on easing racial tensions, and
its appearance as news on the opening page of the
newspaper, distances the Eagle’s evaluation from
mainstream publications’ treatment of the film. One
can see C.A.S.’s interpretation of Intolerance as in-
formed by the film’s presentation of a completely
different set of historical events than that of The Birth
of a Nation and its foregrounding of “humanism” as
a central leitmotiv of the narrative. However, this
alleged change for Griffith did not in fact reflect an
ideological epiphany on his part or a desire to move
beyond the claims made by his detractors. As Griffith
biographer Richard Schickel has commented, racial
“intolerance” was not addressed in the film nor did
the director see this work as an “apologia” for his
previous epic.6 The plot of Intolerance provided a
broad trans-historical canvas on which Griffith could
paint a pictorially and stylistically sophisticated series
of stories, portraying a drama of innocence lost and

Fig. 1. States
Theatre Ad for
Intolerance
(1916). Chicago
Defender (22
December 1917):
7.
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human suffering caused by war and oppression. And
although he did not draw from the likes of historians
such as William Dunning, whose work and legacy
had helped provide the ideological foundation for
The Birth of a Nation, his predilection for exoticizing
“others” is evident in the film.

Nonetheless, mention of Intolerance was not
an anomalous phenomenon in the black press. The
Defender made note of the film in an article titled
“Retrospective” which offered a gloss of highlights
from the entertainment industry in 1916.7 The article
commends the work of the black actor Noble
Johnson, underscoring his work in race pictures as
well as his involvement with Universal and his “promi-
nent part in the $2,000,000 production Intolerance”.8

As a chariot driver he received little screen time; still,
his obtaining a part in such a major feature was a
prestigious professional opportunity and the paper
was supportive.

Intolerance played at the States Theater in
Chicago beginning in November 1917. Among other
popular entertainment venues frequented by black
patrons, the States was located in the Black Belt, the
area on the South Side of Chicago inhabited by the
growing black community. As film scholar Jacqueline
Stewart has noted, films such as Intolerance played
at the States because “The States specialized in
sensational, multireel dramas screened in the Loop
months before”.9 The Defender’s entertainment
page editor, Tony Langston, praised the theater for
being well managed and providing a quality social
environment for black filmgoers.10 In the weeks prior
to and during its run the film received a large amount
of hype. Accounts of Intolerance summarized its
action-filled episodes and noted some of its quanti-
tative characteristics, such as the number of actors,
horses, and chariots used in the production.11 Arti-
cles drew from advertisements and promotional ma-
terials, as the language of these pieces evoked the
sweeping grandeur created through the interlocking
stories:

Like four rivers, at first slowly and quietly, gath-
ering strength and power as they flow, in the
last act they comingle in one mighty flood of
humanity. You will see the world’s greatest
paintings come to life and move and have their
being before your eyes. You will see the birth
of a perfect love in the hearts of a boy and a
girl. In the maelstrom of the underworld of a
modern city they are drawn down to the
depths.12

The articles also emphasized other aspects of
the viewing experience, such as the popular price of
entry (not above 25 cents, versus the Colonial Thea-
tre price that ranged from 50 cents to $2.50) and the
accompaniment of the talented Bailey’s States Or-
chestra. Reports of an enthusiastic response to both
film and orchestra even encouraged a weekend re-
booking.13 In the months that followed the film began
to play at other theatres in the Black Belt, namely the
Atlas, the Owl, and finally the Pickford. Accompany-
ing articles repeated the kind of praise used to de-
scribe the film in past weeks, but the new pieces
listed the reduced price and the particular orchestras
that would be present at the showings.14

An examination of the Defender articles reveals
a number of tendencies that would reoccur in black
newspapers in years to come. First, these articles are
similar to mainstream reviews and advertisements in
showering superlatives on the plot itself instead of
providing a more extended critical assessment of the
film and its sociopolitical relevance. Second, like
many of the articles that appeared in the news and
entertainment sections in black newspapers, these
articles did not have bylines. However, the placement
of these articles on pages devoted to amusement
(which were often stated as being under the super-
visory guidance of a critic), together with the empha-
sis on individual theatre locations, helped to create
a more audience-specific account of these films.

Programming mainstream cinema
as entertainment in black theatres

As the Great Migration saw hundreds of thousands
of blacks from the rural South move to cities such as
Baltimore, Chicago, New York, and Pittsburgh during
the mid-to-late 1910s, amusement districts grew.15

Black newspapers devoted an increasing amount of
space to a variety of films, instead of giving them brief
mention within coverage of other leisure activities
such as sports, vaudeville, musical acts, and theatre.
Venues catering to black clientele showed films
made by independents such as Oscar Micheaux, but
to fill daily bills they also ran Hollywood pictures.

Entertainment pages functioned as a space for
discussing black film production and aesthetics. In
addition to critics arguing for more complex treat-
ments of blacks within Hollywood cinema and new
forms of independent filmmaking, a discourse
around black “fan culture” emerged.16 Newspapers
also ran pieces that discussed the attractive qualities
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of soon-to-be released Hollywood films, reviewed an
aspect of a production that might be relevant to black
spectators, and commented on a director’s craft or
an actor’s performance. Articles that praised such
films or positively responded to their exhibition often
contrasted more critical readings of the racism and
cultural values associated with the mainstream film
industry. As Jacqueline Stewart has theorized, news-
papers were part of a larger process through which
black audiences mediated their dynamic (and quite
often conflicted) relationship to the multiple kinds of
film presented in theatres.17

Griffith made quick programmers to fulfill his
contractual obligations in the late 1910s, but he also
created some of his most ambitious and well-re-
ceived features during this period and the early
1920s.18 The black press would often fail to scrutinize
the ideology embedded in many of his newer pic-
tures, but cast them in the same positive light as
those starring Lon Chaney, Douglas Fairbanks,
Harold Lloyd, or Mary Pickford. The enthusiastic re-
ception of some of Griffith’s films was similar to that
given director Cecil B. DeMille’s features, such as
Something to Think About (1920), The Ten Com-
mandments (1924) and Golden Bed (1925), in which
he lavished attention on production design.19

After its well-received premiere in New York in
May 1919 and its general release in October, Grif-
fith’s Broken Blossoms was exhibited in black thea-
tres only a few months later. The film played in black
movie houses across the country until the mid 1920s,
suggesting a successful run as it moved from city to
city and left a lasting impression on some critics.
Rather than commenting on the racial politics of the
plot or the depiction of the main characters, black
newspapers promoted the film’s process of produc-
tion and aesthetic qualities. After noting the presence
of Broken Blossoms at the Vendome theatre in Chi-
cago in early December, the Defender ran a plot
synopsis of the film before and after its release at the
Owl a couple of weeks later. The articles offer little
evaluation beyond dramatic summary, pitching the
narrative as a tragic story of victimization – an East
London tale of the benevolent owner of a Chinese
curio shop who takes care of an innocent and fragile
daughter trying to escape her abusive father.20 That
same month Broken Blossoms also ran at the New
Patterson theatre in Baltimore.21

But the Norfolk Journal and Guide ran a signifi-
cantly larger article on Broken Blossoms when they
announced its exhibition at the Attucks theatre in

Norfolk, Virginia. The article discusses the film as a
work of art:

Of the extraordinary interest, not only to lovers
of the motion picture, but likewise to all who
appreciate the highest in art in its various mani-
festations, is the announcement of the Attucks
Theatre that it has secured David Wark Grif-
fith’s superb screen creation, “Broken Blos-
soms”, to be shown Friday and Saturday.22

Characterizing Broken Blossoms as high art
distances it from conventional entertainment pic-
tures, and echoes the publicity campaign surround-
ing the film.23 The article continues by concentrating
on the acting of Richard Barthelmess and Lillian
Gish, and praises Griffith as a creative force in cin-
ema, part of the talented team of United Artists. The
latter half of the article consists of excerpts culled
from such mainstream newspapers as the New York
Tribune, the New York Morning Telegraph, and the
New York Times. These passages draw attention to
the beauty of the film, the affective power it registers,
and Griffith’s directorial skill. The amalgamation of
quotes reinforces the film’s status within the context
of a prestigious New York reception, thus giving
Broken Blossoms a degree of cultural capital and
reinforcement for the Journal and Guide’s account.24

Over the years Broken Blossoms surfaced
again in the black press when it played such cities
as Washington D.C. and Chicago, but it received
more personalized mention in black historian and
journalist J.A. Rogers’s column “Rambling Rumina-
tions”, published in 1930.25 The column was mainly

Fig. 2. New
Patterson Theatre
Ad for Broken
Blossoms
(1919).
Baltimore
Afro-American
(5 December
1919): 8.
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devoted to extolling King Vidor’s Hallelujah (1929) as
a progressive film boasting a gifted cast of black
performers. But reflecting on his past experiences of
film watching, Rogers stated that Broken Blossoms
was one of two films that left a lasting impression on
him. The other was Driven (1923), a melodrama
starring Charles Mack about the conflict within a
fractured family of Kentucky moonshiners. He wrote
that he was moved by these films’ “sheer truth,
sincerity, and realism”.26 Rogers identified The Birth
of a Nation as part of an antithetical form of cinema,
detestable because of how it “forced itself on one’s
mind” by its “artificiality.” There is no discussion or
even acknowledgment that Broken Blossoms and
The Birth of a Nation are by the same director. The
motivation for the cherished place Rogers ostensibly
held for Broken Blossoms, however, is worth consid-
eration. Like many critics of the day, he could have
been struck by the film’s style and mise-en-scène,
the way each space is codified to conjure a mood
that helps carry the narrative. Or – while the yellow-
face performance of Barthelmess contributes to a
plot that is not only racially demeaning but argues for
racial separatism – Rogers could have been re-
sponding to the film’s divergence from aggressive
portrayals of the “Yellow Peril” that were part of the
wave of anti-Chinese sentiment that permeated
popular culture from the mid-to-late 1910s and into
the 1920s.27 Perhaps he viewed the film as a simple
drama of brutality versus innocent virtue. Regardless
of Rogers’s reasons for expressing such sentiments,
the article does reveal both the lasting power of
Griffith’s films years after their initial release, and the
ways they could inspire opposite reactions.

Griffith made The Idol Dancer (1920) and The
Love Flower (1920) as part of an effort to fill his quota
for First National. These two “South Seas romances”,
shot in locations such as Florida and the Bahamas,
did not seek to re-write American history or journey
into Griffith’s idealized “old south”. Still, they ex-
tended his derogatory use of blackface to fantasies
of overseas adventure, inasmuch as each film cen-
tered around the dramatic encounter between the
“civilized west” and exotic, sexualized, and in some
cases dangerous, natives. The Idol Dancer is about
a mulatto character named White Almond Flower
and her relationship to her missionary caretaker, a
threatening tribe of cannibals, and a white “beach-
comber” trying to recover from alcoholism. The Love
Flower’s plot revolves around a father and daughter
fleeing to an island in the South Seas to escape

charges of murder. What follows are two intertwining
narratives comprised of the story of a sailor they
encounter who falls in love with the daughter, and a
detective who pursues the fugitive father. The films
had a limited circulation in black theatres and were
briefly covered by the black press in the form of
advertisements and short promotional reviews. But
despite the evident persistence of Griffith’s egre-
gious tendencies, they were not summarily attacked
in black newspapers.

The Idol Dancer played in Harlem shortly after
its general release in March 1920. Writing about the
allure of watching the actress Clarine Seymour’s
performance in the film, “Morgan”, writing in the Age,
mentions that “this idol dance, upon which the action
of the play hinges, is indeed weird and fascinating”.28

When the film played in Chicago a month later, the
Defender ran a publicity-style piece, pitching the film
as a “story of romance and adventure surrounding
the life of a missionary on a South Sea Island”.29

After The Love Flower’s general release in Sep-
tember 1920 it made an appearance at a black
theatre in Philadelphia before playing Chicago in
January.30 The Defender ran a promotional article
announcing its exhibition in Chicago’s Black Belt,
summarizing some of the key plot elements, claiming
the director as a “master screen craftsman”, and
declaring that the film is “being heralded everywhere
as a creation of exquisite beauty, haunting charm
and spirited drama”.31

The black press participated in a more engag-
ing treatment of Way Down East (1920), which again
featured the Gish-Barthelmess combination. The
story of fallen innocence redeemed includes a New
England backdrop and a race-to-the-rescue finale
staged atop an ice flow. The conclusion drew on
Griffith’s talent for orchestrating cinematic suspense
through daring on-location performances and lively
editing. While the epic further seduced Griffith into
the untenable practice of going beyond his shooting
schedule and budget, it was financially successful
and praised by both the black and mainstream
press.

Premiering in September 1920 in New York
and touring as a road-show before going into general
release in August 1921, Way Down East ran in Harlem
in October, at the prestigious Lafayette theatre. An
article in the Age described the crowd rising in their
seats and cheering during the climactic rescue.32

Aware of the film’s success in New York, the De-
fender reported on its exhibition at the Lafayette in a
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piece titled “Way Down East Still Packs Them In”,
announcing that “several Griffith innovations are pre-
sented, including a thrilling snowstorm and a genuine
New England ice break on the river”.33 More articles
appeared in the Defender at the time of its run in
Chicago’s Black Belt in February 1922. In a review of
Way Down East, Tony Langston flattered Booking
Manager Tom Norman, “who stops at no expense to
bring to the Avenue the best in every line of entertain-
ment”.34 Langston comments on crowd response,
and, like other reviewers in the media, mentions that
Griffith creatively expanded on the original play:

The simple tale of the original play with its
pastoral background, its plain people and its
quaint humors has been enlarged upon to
such an extent that not only a new drama has
been woven about the love story of Anna
Moore and David Bartlett but a new form of art
in which to express the theme is evolved.35

Other articles also focused on the film’s rela-
tionship to its source material, complimenting the film
for expanding upon Lottie Blair Parker and Joseph
Grismer’s stage production and noting how it pro-
vided an innovative reworking of the play. Elsewhere
the Defender stated that Griffith has “not made it a
provincial thing; attempting to explain nothing, he
has welded a theory of eternal love and in so doing
has removed his people from time and period”.36

This piece also asserted that the interest in Way Down
East will possibly “eclipse even the enormous vogue
enjoyed by The Birth of a Nation”, a statement that
could be interpreted as a complement to the buzz
around both films. The article’s presence could be
attributed to industry-generated publicity and its in-
fluence on the content of the entertainment page.
However, it might be more properly understood as a
statement assessing the mass, countrywide success
of both pictures, and as the expression of a hope that
one would, happily, surpass the other. It is important
to note that it was rare in the black press to see the
conjoining of Griffith’s later work with The Birth of a
Nation. The inclusion of the film in a list of his “past
successes”, which was very common in mainstream
and industry articles on Griffith, was, understandably,
seldom seen in the black press.37

The pre- and post- release accounts of Way
Down East in the Afro-American, when it played in
Baltimore in April 1922, were also extremely positive.
An article attributed to WM. E. Ready on critic J.A.
Jackson’s “Music/Movies/Vaudeville” page grounds

Griffith’s reputation in Intolerance and Broken Blos-
soms, placing Way Down East in a post-Birth of a
Nation lineage, distinct from the more controversial
picture.38 Another piece that ran after Way Down
East’s release testifies to the collective viewing re-
sponse:

Way Down East lives up to the advertisements
that have preceded it. While the theme is a
familiar and oft repeated one of a woman de-
ceived by a man above her social station, the
picture appeals through the masterful setting
of the incidents which culminates in the thrilling
rescue of Anna from the ice-choked river by
David the son of the household in which she
had found shelter. This incident brought rous-
ing cheers from the big audience at the Regent
on Monday afternoon.39

Griffith’s next film, Orphans of the Storm, pre-
miered in Boston in December 1921 and went into
general release in April, but was not widely exhibited
in black theatres. The Defender covered its run in
Chicago’s Black Belt, where it played beginning in
September 1922. Articles appeared before its exhi-
bition, praising various aspects of the production and
connecting it to Griffith’s recently successful melo-
dramas. The paper highlighted the film’s New York
reception, the drama of the narrative, the cast (the

Fig. 3. Lafayette
Theatre Ad for
Way Down East
(1920). New York
Age (15 October
1921): 6.
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Gish sisters and Monte Blue) and the cinematic
adaptation of Kate Claxton’s The Two Orphans.40 An
article entitled “No Exaggeration in Griffith Play” fo-
cused on the issue of historical accuracy in the film,
specifically on the representation of the “dance of the
Carmagnole”.41 It assured readers that Griffith based
his staging on reputable source material, validating,
along with such mainstream papers as the New York
Times, the film’s reliance on Thomas Carlyle as an
accurate source.42 As this piece stands in contrast to
the Defender’s attack on Griffith’s “historical” treat-
ment of the Civil War and its aftermath in The Birth of
a Nation, one might account for it as just echoing the
publicity material associated with the film. Still, the
Defender could have consciously been differentiat-
ing the claims made about the past in the two films.
While representations of history in The Birth of a
Nation were criticized as not only false but extremely
dangerous in light of the film’s racial politics and its
overt claim to accurately represent such a turbulent
period of American history, one could interpret this
piece on Orphans of the Storm as evidence of an-
other understanding – that the film’s reliance on
Carlyle’s writing on the French Revolution was con-
ceived as non-threatening entertainment, and as
contributing to a thrilling and even educational view-
ing experience.

Clarifying the reception of Griffith’s
late silents

Scholars have discussed Griffith and his post-Or-
phans of the Storm output in terms of his creative and
economic troubles. Drawing on Lewis Jacobs,
Thomas Cripps provides one of the most polemical
readings of Griffith’s mid-to-late silent career in his
seminal Slow Fade to Black: The Negro in American
Film, 1900–1942. He interprets One Exciting Night
(1922), The White Rose (1923) and His Darker Self
(1924) – and their reception in the mainstream and
black press – as both a continuation of Griffith’s racist
filmmaking practice and as symptomatic of the direc-
tor’s losing touch with the American film-going pub-
lic.43 To be sure, the mid 1920s saw hard times for
the director. Articles in mainstream entertainment
organs queried the director’s creative choices. Pho-
toplay criticized his recent films as clunky and clut-
tered with too many intertitle cards and unimportant
action.44 In “An Open Letter to D.W. Griffith”, editor
James R. Quirk addressed him as a director out of
sync with the contemporary industry and discon-

nected from the world.45 Biographer Richard
Schickel has argued that Griffith’s search for an
independent mode of production, his habit of going
over budget, and his resistance to the vertically inte-
grated studio system, were the main causes of his
eventual financial crisis.46 By 1925 he would have to
sell his beloved Mamaroneck studio and go to work
for Zukor at Famous Players-Lasky, an obligation that
would give him far less control over story choice,
casting, and finances.

Black newspapers did not devote significant
space to analyzing Griffith’s slouch towards insol-
vency; they did, however, critique his use of black-
face and stereotypes as constituting regressive
tendencies – the opposite of what Hollywood should
be doing to improve race relations and the status of
black creative personnel on and off the screen. Even
when Griffith’s films were not explicitly mentioned, his
persistent narrativizing of an illusory “old south” con-
tributed to common Hollywood conventions and in-
dustrial practices that would frequently be the
subject of criticism by such journalists as J.A. Rogers
and D. Ireland Thomas.47

Articles disparaging Griffith’s films suggest
that black newspapers’ opposition to white actors
playing blackface was not necessarily just against
the demeaning nature of the performance as such,
but about the jobs lost to black actors desiring to
work in the mainstream industry. Film historians,
notably Charlene Regester, have argued that the
expansion of the American film industry in the 1920s
saw the rise of black actors on screen.48 The fact that
black actors were being marginalized, treated poorly
on the set, and forced to play racist roles, saw waves
of criticism in the black press; at the same time, these
papers were also supportive of the employment op-
portunities black actors obtained and the possibility
for any type of advancement within the industry.

The Afro-American reprinted an article origi-
nally published in the London-based Daily Graphic
that discussed One Exciting Night as part of the
resistance of the film and theatre industries to em-
ploying black actors. The film is a haunted house
picture that features the antics of a blackface duo
played by Porter Strong and Irma Harrison. In its
response, the Afro-American positioned such prob-
lematic films as masking the growing practice within
mainstream entertainment of employing black ac-
tors, and attacked the writer of the piece as extremely
ignorant of the headway blacks have made into Hol-
lywood despite the persistence of racism.49
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The Courier, the Journal and Guide, and the
Afro-American, all published a story from the Pacific
Coast News Bureau about the increasing demand
for race actors. After declaring that “the true Negro
type, whether for pictures or stage, cannot be repro-
duced through blackface impersonators”, the article
gave the example of Al Jolson revoking his contract
with Griffith to play in what became His Darker Self.
While Jolson’s successful career as a blackface per-
former in Warner Bros. sound films was only a couple
of years away, the newspapers nonetheless used
Jolson’s refusal in 1924 as a way to reflect on, and
help amplify support for, black actors’ presence in
the film industry.50

Recently, scholars such as Linda Williams and
Tom Gunning have provided nuanced readings of
some of Griffith’s later films.51 Williams has claimed
that One Exciting Night, while still revealing many of
Griffith’s racist tendencies, at times shows a “mod-
ern” treatment of blackface screen representation
that runs counter to that seen in The Birth of a Nation.
For example, the blackface couple played by white
actors Porter Strong and Irma Harrison not only pre-
sent a comic and at times mocking mirroring of the
white couple played by Henry Hull and Carol
Dempster, but show the two black characters engag-
ing in a romantic courtship (as Williams has noted,
there was a “tacit ban on the portrayal of black-on-
black romance in both theater and film” during this
period).52 Tom Gunning has argued that The White
Rose presents a complex array of contemporary
issues, a view that runs counter to the notion that
Griffith was clinging to an anachronistic Victorian
sensibility during this period. The film explores ten-
sions between country and city, the anxiety of on-
coming modernity, and new post-war expectations
and aspirations for gender relations.53 And regarding
the issue of race in the film, while the black character
Auntie Easter is played by the white Lucille La Verne
in blackface, she fulfills a crucial and compassionate
role in the narrative in taking care of Teazie, who has
been cast out by the “respectable white world”.54

Such interpretations suggest aspects of these films
that some black viewers may have found interesting
or even enjoyable.

Still, the black press’s short bursts of promo-
tion and praise for these pictures present them gen-
erically as an evening’s entertainment, or as job
opportunities, rather than as clever alternatives within
the mainstream or works deserving of more ex-
tended assessment. After its Newport, Rhode Island

premiere in October 1922 and its general release in
December, One Exciting Night played in black thea-
tres in Baltimore the following spring.55 The Afro-
American covered the film for its Baltimore run and
noted how audiences responded favorably, causing
the film to be brought back by special request to the
Regent theatre for a Friday and Saturday showing
before changing venues.56 For the film’s exhibition in
Chicago, the Defender ran an article about the cast,
which featured performers from past Griffith pictures
such as Carol Dempster and Morgan Wallace.57

There were several short articles on The White
Rose. Before the film premiered in New York in May
of 1923 and was put into general release in August,
the Afro-American reported the participation of the
black actor Leon Williams in the production.58 When
The White Rose played in the Black Belt in Chicago
in late December 1923, a piece in the Defender
described the extensive efforts of Griffith and crew to
shoot in the Bayou Teche in Western Louisiana and
capture some of the symbolic features of the land-
scape.59 And when the film finally showed in Balti-
more, in May 1925, the Afro-American commented
that it called for more than a hundred black extras
when some of the scenes were shot on location in
Miami, and went on to profile one of the participants,
Tom Jenkins.60

Beyond these films, the black press also cov-
ered Griffith’s big-budget America, which was made
in the twilight of his independence. It premiered in
New York in February 1924, went into general release
in August, and played in black theatres shortly there-
after. America tells the story of the American Revolu-
tion through scenes shot in such places as
Lexington, Massachusetts, and Williamsburg, Vir-
ginia.61 The Defender did not discus Griffith’s use of
blackface servants, nor the prominent use of redface
for the Native Americans throughout the narrative,
but, like numerous popular accounts, it did comment
on the large amount of location photography and the
romance in the plot between a Boston Minuteman
and a Virginia Tory. The film played at the Owl theatre
in Chicago in November 1924, with the accompani-
ment of Clarence Jones’s Orchestra. A promotional
article titled “D.W. Griffith Introduces Distinct Novel-
ties in Filming of America” advertised the film’s fidelity
to historic locations:

The famous ride of Paul Revere, for example,
was actually filmed on the road over which he
rode. Even in cases where the erection of
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monuments or modern improvements made
the “shooting” of massive scenes impossible,
Mr. Griffith has included scenes of the actual
sites, weaving them into the action of his story
with a mastery of which he alone is capable.62

America went on to play at theatrical and even
non-theatrical venues across the country. Critic Ken-
nard Williams’s column “The Spotlight” in the Afro-
American reports that the Women’s Club of
Tuskegee Institute in Alabama earned $53.40 from
showing the film, suggesting a possible educational
context for its exhibition.63 The column “Next Week’s
Film Tips” in the Afro-American included a brief ac-
count of America in anticipation of its showing in
Baltimore.64

Isn’t Life Wonderful (1924) came under heavy
fire in the mainstream press at the time of its general
release for its solemn tone and lack of appeal to a
wide audience. Despite being championed for its
proto-neorealist style by major figures in world cin-
ema decades later, Isn’t Life Wonderful was consid-
ered at the time a severe disappointment compared
to Griffith’s elaborate melodramas. The film got only
passing mention in black newspapers concerning
the time and date of its exhibition when it played a
few showings in black theatres in 1925 and 1927.65

Griffith’s three Paramount films, Sally of the
Sawdust (1925), That Royle Girl (1925), and The
Sorrows of Satan (1926) did attract interest, with the
first of the three receiving the most attention.66 Sally
of the Sawdust was produced through Griffith’s con-
nection with Adolph Zukor, but would be the last of
his films distributed by United Artists. The film fo-
cused on the lives of a bedraggled circus couple
played by W.C. Fields and Carol Dempster, their
hardships on the road, and their effort to reunite
Dempster with her long-lost family. A host of stage
antics are woven into the narrative fabric, showcas-
ing Fields’ vaudeville background. It played in Har-
lem about a year after its Chicago premiere in July
and general release in August 1925. An article in
Romeo L. Daugherty’s entertainment and sports
page in the Amsterdam News praised the film’s blend
of pathos and comedy, proclaiming that Griffith can
“tickle America’s funny bone and dampen its eyes
almost in the same moment”.67 The Age pointed to
the combination of circus attractions and love story.68

When the film played in Virginia, Willey A. Johnson,
Jr. noted in the Journal and Guide how the Attucks
had recently become capable of booking United

Artists releases as part of an effort to provide patrons
with major, big-budget films, and listed Sally of the
Sawdust in the group.69 However, as Griffith’s newer
films played in black theatres, often receiving a posi-
tive treatment, The Birth of a Nation inspired opposi-
tion as it continued to circulate across the country
and around the world.

Covering The Birth of a Nation in a
new era of exhibition

The initial release of The Birth of a Nation both sup-
ported and was supported by the revival of the Ku
Klux Klan in the mid-1910s. With the rapid expansion
of the Klan in the 1920s its association with the film
became even more closely drawn. As scholars such
as Maxim Simcovitch and Melvyn Stokes have writ-
ten, the film was certainly a factor in the rise of the
organization, and the modern Klan gave protests
against the film a heightened degree of relevance.70

In tracking the film’s post-war afterlife into the 1920s,
Stokes has astutely outlined the important work of the
NAACP in coordination with local politicians, civic
bodies, and concerned citizens in leading the oppo-
sition against the film. However, it is important to note
that the black press was crucial in helping to sustain
a critical discourse about The Birth of a Nation. News-
papers covered the film’s public presence in different
ways, ranging from summarizing opposition efforts
to writing passionate editorials. Articles helped to
build an understanding of the changing meaning of
The Birth of a Nation within a sociopolitical context.

The Capitol Theatre, a mainstream picture pal-
ace located in the heart of New York City’s amuse-
ment district, showed the film in May 1921 and made
the opening night a gala event. When the NAACP
picketed and tried to distribute anti-Ku Klux Klan
pamphlets outside the venue, the Defender, the Afro-
American, and the Philadelphia Tribune covered the
protest and the arrest of five individuals on charges
of disorderly conduct.71 James Weldon Johnson,
executive secretary of the NAACP and contributing
editor of the “Views and Reviews” section of the Age,
did not focus on the protest but wrote about his
personal experience of viewing the film at the Capitol
for a 13 May showing. He criticized the proprietor of
the theatre who failed to keep his promise to cut
2,500 feet of scenes “most objectionable to colored
people” and speculated that the film’s re-exhibition
was being used to ameliorate the horrific acts asso-
ciated with the recent murders in Jasper County
Georgia, where eleven black farm workers were killed
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in a plot masterminded by the plantation owner to
avoid a peonage conviction.72 In uniformly showing
blacks as deceitful, aggressive and dangerous, the
film offered visual evidence legitimatizing their vi-
cious treatment. Johnson offered a final conjecture
that, given that the contemporary Klan was also
against both Catholics and Jews, there should be
more outrage expressed by these groups for the film,
rather than passive acceptance or enthusiasm

Articles continued to make explicit the connec-
tion between the film and the Klan. Weekly reports on
Klan activity appeared as news in major black news-
papers, which contributed to the sense of relevance
and urgency surrounding the exhibition of The Birth
of a Nation.73 As the Klan tried to brand itself as a civic
and even a patriotic entity, the black press dissemi-
nated a counter-argument revealing the truth about
its history and current ideologies and actions.

At times these papers took a more activist
position against the re-release of The Birth of a Na-
tion. The Defender foregrounded its own role in agi-
tating against the film’s run at the Auditorium Theatre
in Chicago, where it was scheduled for two weeks
beginning 5 February 1924. A front-page headline
proclaimed that Defender publisher and editor

Robert Abbott was leading the attack. A text box
below the headline stated: “The Chicago Defender is
a defender in fact as well as in name”.74 The article
sought to help citizens understand how the legal
background of past protests was informing the de-
bate regarding its exhibition in Chicago. Abbott
helped coordinate the lobbying effort that contrib-
uted to the initial blocking of the film and the court
hearing that ultimately decided the fate of its exhibi-
tion.

Next to the article, a Leslie Rogers political
cartoon titled “Stirring Up Hell!” provided a visual
accompaniment to the polemical reporting, evoking
the nefarious effects of the film.75 The cartoon cites
an earlier drawing by Fon. Holly that appeared on the
editorial page of the Defender in July 1915.76 The
earlier drawing (See Fig. 4) showed a devil stirring
“race hatred” with a stick labeled “The Birth of a
Nation.” Rather than showing a devil, the Defender’s
1924 cartoon (Fig. 5) showed a figure cloaked in a
white sheet, unmistakably a Klansman, with “The
Birth of a Nation” scribbled on his hood. He mixes a
liquid in a large pot out of which waft plumes of
smoke labeled, “racial animosity”, “prejudice”, and
“race riots”. This cartoon yokes The Birth of a Nation
with the Klan, literally inscribing one onto the other.
The Klansman appears as an embodied form of the
prejudiced representations seen in the film.77

Reports on The Birth of a Nation in the black
press extended beyond major metropolitan cities.78

Newspapers covered resistance efforts against the
film in New York, Kansas, Illinois, Nebraska, New
Jersey, Connecticut, West Virginia, and Ohio.79

These papers’ coverage was not just a testament to
their large circulations and extended networks of
readers, but to an active interest in strengthening
black community consciousness through the circu-
lation of topical information that connected readers
across time and space.

The black press also reported on the film over-
seas. An editorial by the prominent critic Lester A.
Walton in the Age, written soon after the end of World
War I, is an early examination of Griffith’s ambitions
for The Birth of a Nation and American filmmaking
abroad.80 Assailing Griffith’s desire for his film to
“Americanize the world”, as recently quoted in the
Evening Sun, Walton hoped that the participation of
black troops in Europe might encourage foreign
audiences to resist the film’s pernicious message.81

The Birth of a Nation made a spectacle out of the
prejudiced treatment of so much of the American

Fig. 4. “The
Melting Pot?”,
Chicago Defender
(24 July 1915): 8.
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population. Film scholar Anna Everett has pointed
out that Walton was angry about both Griffith’s desire
to disseminate the film beyond American soil and
how “the international circulation of Birth could affix
for generations to come the binary oppositions of
racial blackness and whiteness constructed by Grif-
fith”.82 However, Walton’s concern was not just the
reach and rhetoric of The Birth of a Nation, but the
contemporary American film industry itself. He was
not just taking aim at Griffith, but saw the director as
having a leading role within an expansive network of
racist entertainment:

Although D.W. Griffith has been the worst of-
fender in spreading anti-Negro propaganda
by means of the motion picture, it cannot be
said that he is the only guilty party. It is ex-
tremely difficult to get a producer from coast

to coast who is willing to give the Negro a
square deal on the screen. The average pro-
ducer goes out of his way to portray the Negro
in a servile role, and even when a colored
physician or lawyer is shown he speaks a
strange dialect conjured up by some white
man’s imagination.83

The concern with Hollywood’s treatment of
black creative personnel and screen depictions of
black culture was all the more pertinent as the indus-
try gained a dominant position in overseas film
markets.

Having been stopped once in 1916, The Birth
of a Nation was temporarily banned for a second time
from a scheduled showing at the Salle Marivaux
cinema in Paris in August 1923. As Melvyn Stokes
has revealed, Prime Minister Raymond Poincaré’s
ban involved a number of pressing circumstances,
including:

the emergence of mass American tourism; the
existence of a community of black people from
the French colonies who now lived in Paris; the
broader concerns of the French government
over national security and the nature of the
French colonial empire; the exigencies of
French domestic politics; and increasing
French postwar hostility to the United States.84

While most black newspapers did not cover
these French legal proceedings from beginning to
end, they still reported on the ban in some capacity.
Newspapers used the event as an opportunity to
examine the French stance against the film, critique
The Birth of a Nation itself, and expand an under-
standing of the protests against it.85 The article
“French Democracy Versus American Race Preju-
dice” appeared on the editorial page of the Defender.
It claimed that France was preventing the showing of
the film out of respect for its black French citizens,
who comprised a large percentage of the army at
home as well as in Africa and Latin America.86 The
“diabolical Jim Crow schemes of Bourbon Ameri-
cans” would incite tension between the races at a
time when France was trying to create solidarity
among its citizenry and assert its presence in global
politics.87 The black press’s effort to place The Birth
of a Nation in an international context encouraged
readers to see opposition to the film as not only
coming from individuals and organizations within,
but also outside of, the United States.

Fig. 5. “Stirring
Up Hell!”,

Chicago Defender
(9 February

1924): Part 2, 8.
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Other articles covered The Birth of a Nation’s
global circulation, as critics testified to both its reach
and their perception of its impact on foreign audi-
ences. Providing a student perspective, Edward Fra-
zier expressed a concern for the wide distribution of
the film and its role in shaping foreign audiences’
racial understanding of social relations in the United
States. Frazier wrote a piece for the Afro-American
while studying abroad in Copenhagen on a prestig-
ious fellowship. After seeing The Birth of a Nation with
a university student at the largest theatre in the city
he was horrified by the crowd’s cheerful response to
the film and their belief that what they were watching
was truthful.88

The Afro-American reported how the “hate”
film was booked on a small European tour of Ireland,
Germany, and Italy, but also noted how The Birth of
a Nation was blocked by Cubans in Havana.89 While
serving as a foreign correspondent in Europe, J.A.
Rogers saw that The Birth of A Nation was playing in
Milan and provided a comparative approach to dis-
cussing the film’s international exhibition. He took the
position that The Birth of a Nation sensationalized a
negative image of the American Negro, and that
European countries, namely France, were responsi-
ble for more dignified representations of the African
diaspora. He asserted the need to stop the exhibition
of such demeaning films and for a more global
awareness of the image of black Americans.90

Despite the decline of the Klan and the
NAACP’s protests against The Birth of a Nation, the
film still remained an object of attention in black
newspapers in the mid-to-late 1920s, but in a more
limited capacity.91 After 1927 it was compared to
Harry Pollard’s remake of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, a
version not completely divorced from past sentimen-
talizing treatments of the story. As scholar Linda
Williams has argued, the film resonated with iconic
images and melodramatic tropes of the “old south”
plantation days, and the race and rescue theatrics of
past Griffith epics.92 However, writing in the Courier
at the time of its release, Floyd J. Calvin claimed that
the new version of Uncle Tom’s Cabin offered a
strong counterpoint to The Birth of a Nation.93 Calvin
stressed how the slaves appeared as both human
and exploited and their white oppressors as brutal.
In addition, the talented black actor James Lowe
played the role of Tom with both confidence and
grace, helping to separate Pollard’s remake from
earlier screen and stage versions of Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, as well as Hollywood pictures that used black-

face impersonators.94 At least to some critics, The
Birth of a Nation looked like a film of the past in light
of recent developments. Nonetheless, interest in
sound technology would see discussion of a re-
vamped Birth of a Nation surface in the black press.
It would appear around the same time as Griffith
released Abraham Lincoln, a film that ultimately oc-
cupied a different status on entertainment pages.

Griffith sounds off: American history
revisited

With poor financial returns from his Paramount pic-
tures and a suffocating professional environment
working under Zukor, Griffith moved to Hollywood in
1927 to work for Joseph Schenck as a contract
director. While Griffith had experimented with sound
back in 1921 with Dream Street, he would make the
full transition while working in Los Angeles.95 This was
a shift that took him from synchronized scores and
musical effects in Battle of the Sexes (1928) and Lady
of the Pavements (1929) to full talking films.96 Black
papers wrote enthusiastically about the possibilities
of sound technology and debated the opportunities
for black creative personnel to work in and outside of
Hollywood.97 The shift toward sound cinema did not
inspire a unified response, however, and papers
often criticized flip, sentimental, or cursory cinematic
glances at “folk” or Jazz Age culture.98

Two of Griffith’s projects in particular attracted
significant attention from the black press: a re-
vamped The Birth of a Nation (1930), which had a
synchronized-sound score, and Abraham Lincoln
(1930), his first all-talking film. The films’ highly
fraught subjects, combined with their audio appeal,
encouraged a more in-depth look and larger claims
to their relevance for contemporary viewers. The
charge to re-release The Birth of a Nation was led by
Harry Aitken, the majority stockholder of the picture.
Although overlaying short dialogue sequences
throughout the film proved too difficult, there was still
the possibility of capitalizing on the musical appeal
of the film’s original release through the addition of a
synchronized score that might add ambience to the
narrative and punctuate the action scenes.99 Stokes
has written that the NAACP, as in previous years, took
a lead role in opposing the film, and has catalogued
their efforts during the sound film’s initial 1930–31
exhibition run.100 Tracking its pre-release develop-
ment and then covering its gala premier in San Fran-
cisco, the Defender made readers aware that The
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Birth of a Nation had recently been “modernized with
sound effects”.101 The newspaper urged citizens to
petition local authorities. The Afro-American warned
that “the film carries a more degrading message as
sound makes it more graphic and pungent”.102 With
the help of the Associated Negro Press (ANP), news-
papers reported protests against the showing of the
film all over the country.103 Writing in the Eagle, Harry
Levette commented that “although from the stand-
point of art the play will be still greater in its new form,
the lesson of hatred between the races that it teaches
will be the more effective with sound”.104

The Birth of a Nation received mixed reviews in
mainstream newspapers and yielded weak financial
returns, revealing that the film, as a modern event,

had lost much of its widespread appeal. The ab-
sence of dialogue, as well as the increase in image
speed to match the soundtrack contributed to the
ambivalent response.105 Still, even though the film
was not successful, it is important that these black
media organs came out against it. At a time when
mainstream newspapers were addressing the poten-
tials and pitfalls of trying to revamp a “great” Ameri-
can film, black newspapers kept a global black
readership actively aware of the racist ideologies
embedded within The Birth of a Nation. For any
attempt to revive the film, no matter how well it did,
was in turn an attempt to re-circulate its message and
its damaging view of American history. Furthermore,
certain articles also revealed the interracial, interde-
nominational aspect of some instances of opposi-
tion. A piece published in the Courier, the
Afro-American, and the Defender described how
statements advocating the blocking of the film’s ex-
hibition were being sent to Will Hays from “various
quarters, including religious groups, missionary so-
cieties, the Commission on Interracial Cooperation
and various individuals and bodies connected with
that organization”.106

There was a far different response to Abraham
Lincoln, which had its New York premiere in October
1930 and its general release in November. Abraham
Lincoln made its way into black movie theatres
around the country early the following year.107 The
film was a portrait of Lincoln, a figure whose deeds
and legacy as “the great emancipator” was widely (if
not invariably) praised in a variety of retrospectives,
tributes, and reviews in black newspapers. In his
recent highly detailed account of the production his-
tory of the picture, film historian Arthur Lennig traces
the intertwining voices involved in the project and its
conflicted path to completion. Carl Sandburg, the
poet and author of the two-volume biography Lin-
coln: The Prairie Years, Stephen Vincent Benét, the
poet and author of John Brown’s Body, John W.
Considine Jr., the meddlesome executive, Gerrit
Lloyd, the script writer, and Griffith himself each had
a creative hand in shaping the film. Lennig summa-
rizes Abraham Lincoln as:

… a curious blend: (1) The legendary folk hero
– strong, brave, sincere, and full of humor – as
presented by Carl Sandburg; (2) a sober col-
lection of episodes initially structured by Gerrit
Lloyd; (3) a sad and lonely man who lost the
love of his life; (4) a president thrust in the midst

Fig. 6. Flier
advertising the
release of The

Birth of a Nation,
“first time in

sound” (1930).
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of a giant panorama of national issues ren-
dered symbolically and poetically by Benét; (5)
a compassionate Commander-in-chief; (6) a
modern fellow who wants his gingerbread and
is later beset with a nagging wife. That these
disparate aims did not quite coalesce can be
no surprise.108

The final version of the film addresses, but
ultimately abstains from thoroughly exploring, the
subject of slavery. It is foregrounded in the opening
scenes, but pushed to the periphery of the plot.109

The bulk of the narrative focuses on Lincoln’s per-
sonal relationships and interactions within his various
roles as clerk, lawyer, husband, and President.

The black press did not critique the marginal-
izing of the racial discourse so central to the conflict,
but often responded warmly to the intimate and
humanized depiction of Lincoln, brought to life
through sound technology and the compelling acting
of Walter Huston. The film screened in many black
theatres around the time of Lincoln’s birthday on 12
February. Joseph Baker, in the Courier amusement
column “I Saw The Show – !” commented:

Despite the fact that David Wark Griffith has
had to bear quite a bit of the burden for which
Thomas Dixon was directly responsible, he
has given to the screen in recent months what
I think the best creation of his undeniable gen-
ius, “Abraham Lincoln.” The play is different in
that it does not make any direct effort to cover
up any of the incidents in the real life of the
emancipator that some holier-than-thous
would term immoral. Rather, the whole thing is
a very good interpretation of what human flesh
is like, whether it be president, beggar or king.
The picture is slated for Philadelphia and one
of your theatres in the next week.110

To be sure, viewing Dixon, rather than Griffith,
as the driving ideological force responsible for The
Birth of a Nation is not only misleading, but also a
position not usually taken by the black press. And it
was not as though Griffith’s basic views on race and
American history had undergone a radical change in
the intervening years. He continued to be nostalgic
about plantation mythology and his familial roots, as
his memories of the “old south” seemed to grow
more romantic with each passing year. While not
trying to shift primary authorship of The Birth of a
Nation away from Griffith, other papers praised the

cinematic interpretation of Lincoln. The Age publish-
ed an article before its release in Harlem describing
the portrayal of Lincoln in the film, a Lincoln that is
“divinely human, jesting, loving, thinking, fight-
ing!”.111 An account of the film in the Journal And
Guide stated that:

Lincoln’s heroic figure is seen in all its multi-
plicity of strange moods. The artistry with
which this feat in characterization is accom-
plished is largely due to the superb acting of
Walter Huston.

Huston makes Lincoln a human being who
loves and reacts to disappointments as any
other man might. Through his interpretation
Lincoln becomes one of the best drawn char-
acter portraits shown on the screen.112

Spectators could view the picture as not con-
tradicting the role Lincoln played as the “great eman-
cipator”, but offering another kind of look at the
former President, one that could stand alongside or
even complement other more expository and inves-
tigative treatments of Lincoln in the black press, such
as Chicago lawyer William E. Lilly’s writings on Lin-
coln that appeared in the Defender in the late 1920s
and early 1930s. Lilly’s serialized biographical narra-
tive and shorter pieces on Lincoln sought to fore-
ground how the former President’s personal and
professional maturation involved his developing a
strong aversion to slavery and racism. At the same
time, Lilly’s articles sought to humanize the marble
image of Lincoln, to show that he was a person with
a sense of humor and capable of committing social
transgressions.113

The film also appeared as a focal point of the
program honoring the eleventh anniversary celebra-
tion of the Renaissance Theatre. Critic George D.
Tyler wrote an article about the event for the Afro-
American, and the Age also covered it.114 Both em-
phasized the elaborate conditions of the viewing
experience, noting that the celebration took place on
Friday night and the theatre offered all the amenities
of the downtown picture palaces, such as clear pro-
jection and lighting effects. A distinguished group of
prominent black cultural figures were in attendance,
including J. Finley Wilson, the newspaper editor and
head of the Improved Benevolent Protective Order of
the Elks of the World, and critic Romeo Daugherty.
While Abraham Lincoln was the focus of the evening,
a Laurel and Hardy talkie and a reading of Lincoln’s
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presidential letters and addresses (including the
Gettysburg Address) arranged by the prominent
black actor Leigh Whipper and performed by the
stage actor Leslie Hunt accompanied the main at-
traction.115 The intermission included sandwiches
and punch for the guests and the added attraction
of hearing the recent OKeh recordings of Louis Arm-
strong’s “You’re Driving Me Crazy” and “The Peanut
Vendor”.116 The entire event reveals that Abraham
Lincoln may have been used as a way of celebrating
the former President in a way not necessarily in-
tended, but nonetheless provided for, by the film.

This representation of Lincoln was not univer-
sally praised. The Afro-American ran quotes from an
article attacking the portrayal of the former President
that had originally appeared in the Washington D.C.
Daily News:

Our first view of Honest Abe shows him loung-
ing on the counter of a country store, the butt
of sundry jokes on his shiftlessness, and later
admitting that, although his father taught him
to work, he never taught him to like it.

Then when the band of ruffians enter the store
and, without provocation or reason (other than,
apparently, to give the author an excuse for
staging a fight) set upon Lincoln, he puts the
entire gang out of commission with the neat-
ness and dispatch, serves drinks to his van-
quished foes, lies down on his back, rolls a keg
of whisky up from his feet to his chest and
drinks from the bunghole.

And this is the portrayal of the man who never
touched liquor or tobacco, and who declared
upon learning that his partner had laid in a
supply of whisky to sell during his absence,
that a repetition of the offence would dissolve
their partnership.117

A final comment adds, “But what better could
one expect from the man who concocted the repre-
hensible and mendacious film, The Birth of a Na-
tion?”.118 The Afro-American’s editorializing gesture
connects Griffith to a longer history of distasteful
cinema that evokes his association with race preju-
dice. Still, the article from the Daily News disparages
the screen portrayal for making a spectacle out of
Lincoln’s morally wayward actions and casual de-
meanor, rather than for neglecting the issue of slav-
ery and race relations for much of the story. The
presence of this article in the Afro-American points to
the fact that black newspapers did not necessarily
assume a unified view towards the former President.
The critique of Griffith’s screen portrayal countered
the otherwise positive reception of the film, but did
so from a highly conservative position, attacking it for
defiling an idealized image of Lincoln. The article
shared the sentiment of purely hagiographic ac-
counts that appeared in black newspapers at the
time, but stood in contrast to Lilly’s humanistic, more
character-focused description, as well as articles
that called into question Lincoln’s motivations con-
cerning the freeing of the slaves.119

Black newspapers continued to oppose The
Birth of a Nation as it remained on screens and in the
public eye for years to come. However, they paid less
attention to Griffith’s other films; his pictures were
periodically revived, rather than included as part of

Fig. 7. Royal
Theatre Ad for

Abraham Lincoln
(1930). Baltimore

Afro-American
(14 February

1931): 8.
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new, weekly programs.120 The years from the release
of Intolerance to that of Abraham Lincoln constitute a
unique period in Griffith’s career and the treatment
of his films by the black press. Black newspapers
provided a variety of resistant responses to The Birth
of a Nation as it was recycled and re-positioned in

new and nefarious ways. They also took notice of his
later work and occasionally wrote enthusiastically
about his films, as the director attempted to produce
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Abstract: Mixed Messages: D.W. Griffith and the Black Press, 1916–1931,
by Josh Glick

This article investigates the reception of D.W. Griffith’s films in the black press, from the premiere of
Intolerance (1916) to that of Abraham Lincoln (1930), with particular attention to the Baltimore Afro-Ameri-
can, California Eagle, Chicago Defender, and New York Age. These newspapers targeted a mass audience,
and their weekly publication schedules allowed them a more sustained engagement with Griffith and his
films than that of monthly journals. While they protested The Birth of a Nation whenever it was exhibited
from the late 1910s through the early 1930s, they took a different view of many of Griffith’s other films,
promoting his new features as exciting entertainment or even as having social value.

Key words: D.W. Griffith, Black newspapers, Abraham Lincoln, The Birth of a Nation, blackface, Chicago
Defender.
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